
Resumed 12/4 Reading page 93 made me wonder when Moore actually wrote tills book - 

did he as a boy, in 1975? 

In going after Thompson he says that Thompson cribbed what he wrote about the 

shooting from Ray iiarcus' Thg Bastard bullet, a little-known monograph of almost a decade 

earlier, two decades for Moore.froof? Moore never needs any and never has any. That he 

says it is instant proof. As below on this page, where he saysTPthere sere no shot5' fired 

from the knoll," and not a word more about that. He then equates what Thompson said with 

what all critics said, which is false. 0£ course no citations in this ^definitive" and the 

only "definitive" book. He does not identify any one critic by name on this. 

How little he understood the literature is reflected by his picking on the shooting 

to call "piompson a plagiarist. What Thompson really did crib, without credit and presenting 

it as his own work, is from Whitewash II. Every document he refers to as "according to a 

document recently discovered at the National Archives" in fact he got from Whitewash II. 

In his childish approach, in disputing the allegation that four shots had been 

fired, he asks, "where did the other bullets go?" Whether this represents his assumption 

that all shots fired had to have struck a body or not, one possible interpretation, he 

can't both be familiar with the Commission's testimony and some of the books and not know 

that a number of witnesses reported seeing shots hit the paving. 

Using a 1967 book on the sliooting simply is not honest - in 1990. Other books of 

later date also go into the shooting, as do earlier ones. 

Moore needs no proof and, naturally, offers none - he could not both offer proof 

and write this book. He says no shots were fired from the knoll or the Records building 

and doesn't say a word in support of this - none being possible. For him it is enough thit 

he says something. The hell with proofs. This is also true for what follows, "all the shots 

which hit Kennedy and C0nnally came from the sixth floor." To say this and that all shots 

came also from that one rifle requires some reason for the reader to believe that it was 

physically possible for Oswald to shoot with such accuracy in 5.6 seconds - which many 

authentic experts have tried, some for the Commission, and none has ever been able to do. 

He refers to what he sjtys Thompson has been saying "in recent months." Thompson has 

had little to no interest in the subject since his book appeared and unless sought out has 

to the best of my knowledge said nothing, devoting himself to his new business of investi- 

gations and writing other books. In the same graf he identifies Thompson as "a spokesman 

for the critics on the Sixth Floor audie cassette, which visitors can purchase,.." Nobody 

appointed Thompson as a spokesman for the critics, certainly the critics didn't, and if i 

Moore's pals could do no better, find nothing more recent or definitive, they"indict them- 

selves as historians. Moore is the kind of authority, the kind of writer, who asks no 

questions when they need to be answered - like when did Thompson say what is on that 

cassette and under what circumstances and for what purpose. Moore needs a straw man so 

he makes one. 

in a footnote, again reflecting hi3 lack of understanding or his dishonesty, he 

accepts McDonald's phony book as non-fiction, says he wrote McDonald and got no reply. 

He does not say when, of course, and it would be remarkable if he'd gotten a response for 

this book becauie it would have had to come ffom the grave. 

. On 94 heroes into Fopkin's The Second Oswald, without telling the reader that 

f opkin himself described is as a critique of Lane's, Epstein's and my first book, uhich was 

also the first book to raise the existing question of counterfeiting of Oswald before the 

assassination. Moore pases this off as some publicity-hungry people in Dallas but some were 

clearly responsible people and it was not in Dallas only. That Phpkin's books is short is 

for Moore justification of his criticism of it. It covers but a single aspect of the assassi- 

nation hut here is Moore, 27 yeears later, with all that has been disclosed, doing a book 

thatfiwith ample padding, such as taking an entire page for each chapter title, pretending 

he encompasses the entire, enormous field in this the only "definitive" work, in 212 pages. 
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The man has no shame. tod he made no such comment about his authority, Sparrow, whose book 
in infinitely Smaller than ^opkins, in page size and number, does not make the legitimate 
criticism that all Popkin did was reprint a lengthy article he'd written for The New York 
Saview of ^ooks andcall/it a book, which could be considered an exploitation. But if he 
had, of course - assuming he knew with regard to either - he'd have bad to say the a.ne 
thing about his authority. Sparrow, whose pamphlet cabled a book is his article for The 
London Sunday sltosss: Times. 

If "oore were the only literary whore exploiting the tragedy - and this is a work 
of literary a&d political whoredom for an adult - it would be shocking. I can't remember 
a single book that is as shallow, as incompetent, as entirely unsupported by any evidence 
other than the author's word - and as senseless. In about half of it I have not come to 
a single sensible, reasonable or supported statement or argument. 

In all of Moore's verbal garbage about ropkin and others who identified themselves as 
Oswald there isn't a single specific here about any of the others. Only vacuous state- 
ments, silly questions, and dishonest arguments, like that Oswald did not have »nd had no 
need for curtain rods for his room. The fact is that the room had no real curtains, only 
transparent tissue-like curtains. Black Star took and I have copies of pictures taken the 
day after the assassination in that room of the rooming-house, putting curtains in. But 
1’ioore who teaches "motivation" needs no reasearch or knowledge, fee heeds only his un- 
supported word. 

Moore next geos after the French correspondent, the Jate Ceo Sauvage(95) in a single 
paragrjjiah, whence he goes into -“ifton, idoutifyin^iim a3 a first-generation critic, which 
he was, but with his only book coming more than two decades later, which is hardly first- 
generation. Saying, he will prove it later, Moore says '‘there is no ballistics or medical 
evidence of a secxnd qssassin." That will be the day! Be can't prove this and all the evif- 

, dence and to this point iloore still hasn’t ibid his reader what the ba3id evidence is - 
/S that no man in the world would have been able to fire three shots from that rifle in the 

time permitted by the Zapruder film and the official solution. Of the many readily- 
available disproofs of lofton’s theory Moore picks one up from another book. Be-laeks-the 
perspicacity ihsl^what he does mention, the Sibert-O'Neill FBI report on the autopsy, on 
which L±fton bases his entire theory, in the very paragraph Lifton uses there is the dis- 
proof of his theory. B s f7t a.W .-f? au t'U-t-h”1 fe W i-f • 

Ye$Tcriticism of nil'ton is the best to this point in the book, suffering only 
from incompleteness and lack of knowledge of the fact that Lifton contorts and invents. 
Yet he errs (99) in taking as his own the argument of others not credited,that the Balias 
doctors never tamed JFK's body ove.i'to see the back, particularly of the head. If the back 
of the head had been blown out, as Lifton and later Groden and Livingstone allege, that 
would not have required ^turning the body over to detect it. More, as Moore does not say, 
thowe doctors did, by had, examine the back of the body seeking evidence of wounds that 
needed attention. 

Moore next goes into Groen (100). But in discontinuing for a while at this point 
I th-ink~lt not unfair to note that with Moore having, ostensibly, gone into the shooting 
and the medical evidence he ignores the publsihed work that is^t the least most extensive 
on this -mine, which he has and read beginning 15 years before he published. Instead he 
has straw men of his own selection, toter I read farthur and the straw-man, device con- 
tinues, as does^his false pretense that what the ctitle he criticizes says, what all other 
critics also With regard to my work, we’ll come to where he overtly plagiarizes it 
and tries to disguise that, successfully for most if not all potential readers. 

In his criticism of Groden and his coauthor/ he lias a sloppy and careless way of 
going into the question, was Oswald actually on the TSBD steps at the of the assassi- 
nation and the shirks he and tovelady wore, fee does not describe either tod this also is 
not because he didn t know. He quotes HSOi’s belief that the shirt qUite distinctive in 

John ^artin^s film i3 identical with that on the man in the doorway in altgens. Le does 
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not tell the reader that "Jartin's was 8mia color notion pictures or that it was very 
overexposed or that Mrs. Loveiady describee to me and 1 published much earlier the 
distinctive shirt in which he is seen in the ^lxtin footage;, large red and black 
squarosGa*4 Jn the.Altgens picture no such visible, Jnistead the pattern 
that seems pretty clear is a grass-weave one. He knows these things because long before 
droden et all published them, -et he ignores this to be able to criticize all critics 
with his incompetent criticism of Uroden et al. It is so shoddy, so incompetent, & 
refers in his footnote (102) to a loveiady beard. He says it isn't but he doesn t say what 
it is, the reason he omits mention of the over-exposuree It is accentuated shadow, 

next criticises their use of the photos of the stacks of boxes (103) and in 
so doing says that at the time of the assassination they were moved that afternoon by 
newsmen. The moving began as soon as the police were there, and he has had no question 
a£out such police procedures, destroying evidence at -he beginning of the investigation. 
Continuing to make a big thing of his own reconstriction, which included making empty 
boxes to arrange as the police photos show they were not arranged (104), he says he "sat 
on the box in the comer and aimed a stick out the window," the stick representing the 
rifle. There are real problems with thiajthat he ignores^. He bg~begin3 by saying that 
"Tom Hillard's photo, ir^particular,xaisisEx was of crucial value." he does not say that 
the newspaper photography Was more than 60 feet below and that his pictures can only show 
what was visible at the windowsill and some of what is higher insade the building near 

the window. It does not and cannot show any box that was sat on. On this, the last of the 
pictures he inserts between 108 and 109,are one that he staged, with himself standing 
rather than sitting with his sticky and Be can't sit because his own reconstruction does 
not include any visible box for sitting/and if it isn > visible it could not have duplicated 
what he says Oswald did in shoojnr^/ anyone, entirely unidentified, ho says was *pknn 
the day* of the assassinataonfe-the only box that could have been sat on made 
shooting while sitting 100$ impossible. He also cropped this contemporaneous picture not 
to disclose how high boxes then were piled, and he did the same with the one he staged.W/7~ 
They appar to be higher than his head, which was not the case 11/22/63. The "crucial" 
Dillard picture is published in the official copy of the Warren report on .age 67 and 
M boxes other than one barely visible on the windowsill are visiblel On pag ,-e 80 the 
IP port has g picture of what it describes as "the shield of boxes arounf/ sixth floor 
window"(page,) and they come up only to the middle of the window, three boxes only high. 
With neither the uppermost or lowest bo^in his staged reconstruction and his staged 
picture of himself in it, Sherlock lloore has at leact eight boxes visible! S'&F // A 

There are other obvious defects in his reconstruction, not the least of which is 
not specifying how far out the windows a rifle would have had to be at the 0f the 
shooting, whether or not it could even have been used by an assassin sitting down, as it 
could not have been, his omission of the testimony of the man on v/hom he depends, Howard 
■^rennan, who ini3ted he saw the assassin standing, which required him to have shot through 
two panes of glass without leaving a hole in either, whether his stick duplicated the 
space taken by a rifle with a scope on top of it, etc. He refers to "tracking" JEK but 
he does not say at what point, as in the Zapruder film, this was possible for the first 
time (aside from the thickness of the wall and the windowsill this was more than 60 
feet in tte^gjr) or whether he could do it at all while sitting down. All he says it "Ifive 
sat on the a©a (the one not in his own picture and from which it is not possible on the 
contemporaneous picture he prints) and aimed a long stick out the window." Hid he point i$~ 
at the moon? ne does not say he pointed it down at the street, to where the limousine 
was.The reason is obvious: it is not possible. 

"We know from photos taken during the assassination that Oonnally was seated some- 

what to Kennedy's xxafrriTleft...." He doesn't aay what photos and the reason is obvious: 
it is not true. Hp has two pages of Zapruder frames, ^1 12 in all, and in three of the 
first four Connaly is clearly directly in front of JKK, perhaps a little to his right. 
But even if what he said were true, it still does not explain how a bullet going from 



To better understand liow dishonest he is in this regard, especially the nonsense 

of shooting while sitting on a box, see in the official copy of the iteport page 99, 

Exhibit U87, and pages 138 and 139, Exhibits'll 301 and 1302. In his part of the "recon- 

struction" tho FBI agent (perhaps Shaneyfelt) did not even try to sit on a box and the 

impossibility of that is apparent were he to try to shoot downward. Exhibit 1301 shows 

Slaarly that the "shield" boxes come up only to the middle of the window and the "sitting" 

box that is also in 1302, was at the time of the assassination also too far awuy from 

the window for anyone to sit on it and shoot. Probably the limo would have been invisible 

to anyone sitting there. Then, compare these contemporaneous pictures of the official 

reconstruction with the one he staged, really phonied, referred to on 11. There can be 

no innocence. 1'his is deliberate misrepresentation, deliberate dishonesty. 
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right*to hia left land upward) can then get so far to JFK's right that it could enter 

^onnally's body under Gonnally’s right armpit, aside from other changes in angle. 

Ho says thai^'as the bullet struck Connally he was turning to his right." 

This, had it been true, which it isn't, made it still more impossible for the Commissions 

bullet, 399, to have exited Kennedy and made a turn, like an arc, to get into "onnally. 

|Vo, I'm wrong on what the right turn meant. He does not tell the reader that Connally 

and his wife said he twisted in reaction to his hearing the first shot, but that would 

not be compatible with Moore’s "solution" which, half-way through the book, he has not 

given the reader. He talks about ^onnally's Jioul^^as though that is what was hit. The 

actuality is that the Zapruder frames he4prints show that Connally's right arm was down 

and permited no bullet Entry into his bo^- without going through it, which it didn't. 

Ho rambles on, still restricting his criticisms to, those books that advance theories 

and avoiding those that do not, -dice Whitewash, from whirci*wnat he next goes into und 

attributes tiJ "ifton U06|, .the presence of atfman behind the wall on the knoll in Willis' 

fifth picture. I published that in “hitewash and his deprecation of it, attributed to 

Hifton and urodon, makes no mention of the fact that when the technical lab, ITEK, made 

an analysis for LIFE magaxine, it co..firmed my observation, that a man was there, again it 

has to be asked, when he knew what I say above, is it honest for him to write as he did? 

To omit what he omitted? I think not. 

He is still after Croden and High Treason (lOB) with a protended criticism I'm 

aure he is serious in making, but it assumes what it 1ms not proven or addressed, that a 

shot came from the front of didn't! the authors "never get abound to explaining where 

the bullet asaEfat that hit Kennedy might have gone if it didn t hit Connally." The obvious 

explanation, which is what the actual evidence is and the Dallas doctors said in reporting 

that JFK had died, is that his anterior neck wound was from the front. Depending on the 

precise position of the car and the time and the relationship to other cars in the motor- 

cade, it could have Exited his back without striking the limousine (and Virgie •‘•‘■achley 

said she saw an impact on the street), it could account for the fragments found in the 

car, all or sons, and at the angles stated by the Commission, it would not have been 

entirely impossible for it, had it entered his back, to have struck nothing else in or 

on the car and to have just disappeared in or beyon$"ealey Plaza. Jt is easy for a man 

without scruple to ask dishpfeest questions when he has as hus audience an uninformed 

readership. 
£/ 

His insert of pictures follovv To a large degree they are not directly related to 

the assassination or its investigation. The first four are jschamltz. fje could for example, 

have had a vie./ of Oswald's shirt, efeen the one shown in,the Martin film, too, instead of 

some of this schmaltz if he wanted to prove his case or Illustrate to the reader. 

The fifth is the fiftj^of "illis pictures and he begin/his overt cribbing from my 

Whitewash II in the caption, where he says tlmt_Ai36D^SBuiBil'in the Zapruder film, one 

can see Willis has taken his camera down from hid eye by fy-ame 204- so tliis photo must 

have been snapped at about frame 190." and the latter also comes from my work, basgd. op. ) 

what X observed at Prame 190 and elsewhere in the film, i(w ft ‘T£ W'pf j rf /O ('V rfJT U'/TJ/T J
1

 ) 

However, it is a straightforward lie to say that this can be seen in ^’rame 204. xt 

is not that T/here at aliil'ia pretty clear in my recollection that widiis is out of frame 

in 204. I discovered that he had taken his camera down from his eye at of 'Ssiy is doing 

it in Fjjaiae 202 and having taken the picture is walking into the street, crossing the 

curb. This is uniquely in my book, to the best of my icnowledge, because I do not remember 

anyone else cribbing it lor him to steal it from them. 4nd he is aware of this because 

of a footnote that follows. 

Tn his description of Fy/ime 228 he says "ipost researchers think JFK is then reacting 

to his first ..ound. The truth is that this is what the Commission siaid and he la lows it. 

says, offering no proof, none being possible, that JFK Jlis responding in fright to a 
missed, first shot." Iiis next frame is 220 and he says tiiut JFK's "hands are rising to 

3 
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cover his face. *alse. His hands never get that high. They never got any higher than there 

his v;ound in the |eckwas. When he gets to 2 255 he says, a.j he does later i„ th, 
that the limopiing'had been and continues to "coast down Kin Street." -t never coasted and 

“ 3003 ^ the d^1Ver ^cognised there had been shooting he seed up to the degree that 
overweight car ailewed. C. vuJ cl, r 

h . 5 ^«llldes \he version of the autops* body chart he learned about in Post liortem 
u± rather than credit it to one he criticizes he made a request for a copy of the 

Archives^and credits it. It was brought to light, as he knows, and first published in 

fr: ^ 31111 ,;here he learned Of it. then has the fiction to explain away wnat he describes as inaccuracies when they were not, wereaccurate, that the 

diagram was never intended to accurately represent the wound locations." What in the world 

eise is an autopsy for? His explanation is that "it w'as used as a worksheet during the 

autopsy. That isn’t even good fiction. The worksheets have as their purpose use in 

preparing the autopsy proctqtfol and of making a precise and accurate record/ of the medical 

he£ow vhishehas a very small print of an PHI picture of the front of the shirt, a 

Commission exhibit.//e says, incredibly, that this indistinct view of the front "bore mute 
testimony that he was first struck in the back, not in th,:- neck, as the Warren Commission 

claimed. How this shows a shot to the back, fortunately, he does not try to explain, And 

there was much more blood on the bac^of the shirt. Kone of this means anything with the 

body bleeding so profusely and the ^resident having fallen over on his side^v^ 

He next has a ittshmash <fcf Huiiet 399 flanked by two 3hot into cotton for retrieval. 

He says that the Commissbn was tyring not to show thir~gsai«T flattened side of 399. This is 

false. The pictures it published do show that and it was testified to before the Com- 

mission. What he fails to tell the reader that the bullets are unblemished, which is not 

possiole when they allegedly struck bones, many of them. He does not cite SA Frazier’s 

testimony about 395, that if it had struck coarse cloth or leather he’d have expected to 

j-j.no. microscopic marking from that and he found no microscopic marking at all. After 

3 Stj’^ Ji'K'S nexk’ depositing five fragments, smasheu formally’s rib and deposited acjood sixed fragment there, smashed the bones in Connally's wrist and left still more 

fragments, no microcscppic markings made on that bullet? 

Under this he has the skecth used instead of a picture to represent the alleged 
rear wound.//e says that because " the President was leaning forward when he wa struck 

by the second shot (one has to presume that this is his concoction, which he has yet to 

go into, because the Remission says it was the first shot), and the ac/ual wound of 

entry was lower, ■'•his is silly. The position of t^e body has nothing to do with where the 

bullet hit it. That comes from how it was aimed and fired. It was mispositioned by the 

Commission because it was misrepresenting the medical evidence. He could have said where 

this wound was because A printed tbd death certificate, for the first time anywhere, in 

Post Mortem. ^Jt the third thoracic verterbra. 

His picture of the TSiJD is, he says, minuS the Hertz sign, as it was in 1963. What 

he fails to say that the landmarks that could be used in photoanalysis, those two road 

signs, having been moved right after the assassination, have been entirely replaced. 

The last of his picture inserts is of a newspaper story about him. The type is 

too sma]/ for me to read without a magnifying glass, as it probably will be for most. It 

begins by quoting him as saying that he will be president of the US and that in irder 

to be out of college in an election year he’ll have to "skip his senior year in high 

school." He was more arrogant and self-important as a child than h* is now, much as he 

now is And the photo for which he posed has him reading-Whitewash. 

On 109 he asks a contrived question, are the critics he names of more ability or 

superior, or smarter than the Commision and its staff? The question is w)lere the officials 

honest, not were the critics able to see what the officials could not. They knew. They could 
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Wcf 
Aavo±d blowing. He then asks can we see what eludes others? I did, for example , in Willis 

5 and the relevant Zapruder frames and in other pictures.'7^his is not because the others 

did not see it. They could not admit seeing it and issue a political report that dis- 

regarded its own evidenc and misrepresented*'!)*! it did not disregard. 

He then asks an irrational question, why after 26 years have we not been able to 

name a single name? Why should we? I, for example, and he uses my name in this phony 

*uestJonj&, never pretends^ to solve the crime. I addressed only how the institutions 

including the Commission and the FBI, worked. That entails no names I did not ^ve.’ 

Why should anyone have to solve the crime to prove that the gferj&ent didn't and din't try 

to? also sgsys we didn t find a single bullet not fired from Oswald's rifle. '■‘■'his is 

a bj.g lie and if he’d asked me, as he could have and should have before saying I didn't, 

or if he'd had any interes^in the records I got under FOIA, he'd have found in the FBI 

records thatJT in fact gave it a bullet found in a -“ealey Plaza planter and that several 

others also gave it bullefcf>t dismiseed all by the ninbequetur that represents a pre- 

conception, n*t an investigation, they would not hqve fit in Oswald's rifle. Precisely 

the poitfi, of course! 

says we produced nobody who saw another gunman. I didn't but others did and 

were ignored. 

|fe ayys we also did not "provide concrete evidence of crossfire and conspiracy." 

i did not address crossfire but I surely did conspiracy. Fe either does not know what 

conspiracy is or does not want the reader to know. ^Jt is a combination to do wrong with 
an overt step in pursuance of that combination. If the crime was beyond the capability 

of any one Man, there were at least two, as required, for there to have been a conspiracy, 

and the shooting sure as hell was an overt step! 

Hiif concludes the chapter with a libel (lh)),"What should not be tolerated is the 

all—too—evider.t ability if the critics to create their own fortunes from the ignorance 
and remorse^ of the American public." He got so wound up he sjied the wrong word. Fe did not 

mean what he says, that the American people regret their owft wrongdoing. He mjaxit some- 

thing like sorrow, exactly what he in this book tries to exploiter, 

Aside from deo^sitrating that he is a first-rate son-of-a-bitch in this he is also 

irresponsible and quite wrong. Most of the critics lost money and only a few made any 

kind of profit, even less if the cost of getting ready to write such a book is considered. 

I stayed in debt for years and did not get out of debt from profit on my books. Most of 

the other books did not get any real_advances and not enough copies were sold to the 

publishers a profit. Until Sifton's -f doubt if any books made any real profit other itoooc 

than Dane's and possibly Epstein's, his costs of preparing being his education's costs. 

But how does More know? How can he know? /fe doeaa^V. He is just the kind of rascal 

who makes up what he wants to have believed and doesn^t give a dman about fiact of truth, 

whipoi also applies to tliis book. 

He is also petty. He makes a big deui out of the 2/roden—livingstone misspelling of 

Moorman and himself misspeilers Orodenj first coauthor by omitting the capital letter and 

make the name into a noun. 

* •* * 

My wife feels up to searching her "dead" files relating to book orders in the- base- 

ment and as I write this has found two letters from Moore that I'll attach. One leave it 

without doubt that he consciously cribbed from my work in the theory he later developed 

andthe sup.x>sed basis far his book. On this, in the second graf of liis 'j/3l/7b he 

says^that woman who appears in the Zapruder film and interested him, "it doesn't appear 

possible to have taken it later tlian frame 207, this fortifying your theory that the JFK. 

hit was earlier than 210." Bo, he had read it in my second book and remembered it. 

What appears upside down at the top is what my wife typed on the order form he 
requested, using a carbon paper so it would appear on the back of his letter. I did tell 
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him how to get the pictures he wanted. 

Pending .Mil's completion of her search, which means going over every inquiry and 

every response for two ye,.rs, and that means thousands of pages, all I can say is that I 

have no recollection of this correspondence but that I tried to be responsive as x could 

' 09• The 11/19/75 letter coincides with u reverse in my health and from the note I put 
on the side it is clear that my wife responded. I had been hospitalized and the first 

venous thrombosis was diagnosed and treated and I had been released too soon for travel. 

1 d flown to Hashville tor a debate with David -“elin and the stress on the affected leg 

was such that I could not get a shoe on the next morning and when they saw me at the 

airport single-loaded me and sat a nurse next to me. Do I probably wrote fewer letters 

for a short period of time. 

Lil has completed her search and all she found is the enclosed copy of the article 

on him that he uses in the book. He called to my attention that he was holding one of 

my books in the picture. 

The printing on the left side of the 3/51/75 letter is the order form he sent, bent 

over not to obliterate the letter to which it was stapled. 

/ hi'tos 
12/5 I've written to ask ^ta«rto provide copies of the correspondence I don't have. 

Tills morning I continued reading, through 174. I also noted that in the chpter I'll 

read next, on the President’s head wound, he has his only footnote to Post Mortem, to 

page 626. That does not in any way relate to any wound. It is the first page of the 

small section on Yuri Nosenko, the KGB defector, that I added because when the book was 

printed it would have had that many blank pages. Dp, he has gone into the medical vjfe'idence 

without any mention of Post Mortem at all and to the point I've read, without any references 

on this in my earlier books. 

The chapter on Connally's wound is extensively dishonest. This is taking more time 

than I'd like, even for a record for history, so more and more I'll not be remntioning 

what seems less significant or appears to be redundant. 

His chapter VII is titled "Pictures Don't Ide" but he is wrong because people 

like him do make them lie. <uid he does. U I'M Lv/f/t r >S £ /- 7 fi /) CWf/'Nff/rS 

118 He says the numbering of the Zapruder film begins at "the onset" wSTtever Tie may 

mean by that and whatever this may «e it is not correct. The film begins earlier/ as the 

limousine started to turn onto Elm Street. He does not say who did the numbering. FBI SA 

•Uyndal Shaneyfelt did and he numbered, beginning with the first of the 343 frames the 

Commission askedTHaai DU’S to print The origonal footage. He says that beginning at 

about Frame 190 there i3 something odd, here limited to Phil Willis' daughter Hosenary 

in the background. He credits this to HSCA. cribbed it from my books, which he knew 

is what led HSCA to go into that. Elsewhere he refers to indications of a shot at that 

point and that also is not attributed to my work, in which he first read it. 

119 and elsewhere, and he makes much of this, he says that at F"rame 225 JFK is raising Ms 

hands "toward Ms face." Elsewhere he says to protect Ms face. His hands never got that 

Mgh and he has invented this to support Ms own theory that he has not yet set forth. 

/?elow on tills page he says JFK had and for a beriod kept Ms hands "in. front of Ms face." 

He also says that in bending forward JFK was "straiMng against Ms back brace." I used 

to wear such a brace and it dones not prevent bending forward. Moreover, JFK is not 

straining to bend forward in any event. He was merely reacting to having been shot in the 

neck. 

120 He says that LIFE paid Zapruder £25,000, no source cited. It paid Mu much more. 

121 He says that the hughes film is the only one in which^f? one time\|it is possible 

to view the Presidential limousine, The tfook Repository building and the’sixth floor 

window."My recollection is that this can be done in the i^ronson film. 

He says that HSCA did not have the opportuMty to review thejPronson film. T’Ms 122 
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is to apolgize for it for what it should be condemned over. It failed to get from the 

what 1 had already gotten from it which, among other things, led Gary Mack and Sari 

Golx to -Aronson and getting his film. He does not mention the extensive, about four pages, 

Dallas horning News storjres on this film, with about two pages of blowups of frames/ 

He says that HSCA used this film to show that the shirt lovelaidj is seen wearing 

“ is identical to that on the man in the floorway he says that critics said was 
Oswald. . e knows that this began with the press and anyone can compare the /Sltgens picture, 

*hich - have blown up in Whitewash II at and on the inside cover with the accurate des- 

cription of tha actual shirt given me by Firs. love lady, added when the rest of Photo- 

graphic whitewash had already been pointed, at the end of the index, and decide for himself. 

—. ;ootn°te on this page says that David Lifton "discovered" the Borman picture, 
it was not discovered” by any of U3. My print of the one he refers to is from a wire 

service and is one of the two clearest known, J3K Tink Thompson’s being better, according 

to the experts to whom Gary Mack g ve it for enhancement. The first extensive use of it was 

not by idfton but by itay A’Aarcus. 

123 Much of what he says about the fifth Willis slide is obviously cribbed from Wfaite- 

+a3 “lthOU€h the zany conclusions he draws from it ^uniquely his. I refer to the 
lllAas anaPP®d shutter. This can be wrong, depending on the interpretation of 

what he also says, thit in a letter to him I said that %Llis had tqken his camera down 

before Fraem 205. his was long after he'd read that book. Nat having that letter I can't 

provide context but this is not visible in the film as projected. It is evidence in the 

exposed film between the sprocket holes that is not seen on projection, although not the 

way Moore phrases it, until after willis snapped that picture, in reaction to having 

neard a 3™3t’ 'rogardiess of what moore says, it waS not possible for Oswald to have +hch 
seen JFK to shoot him. - 

" ‘bore is so intent on being critical of critics he makes a fool of himself all 
over again in saying in the footnote, relating to Thompson,"there is no such thing* as 
a pai^icularly clear copy" of the Moorman photograph. Underexposed, grainy, and mis- 

handled, £v even the original is not ’particularly clear’." With the passing of time 
|o aroids can deteriorate in quality,, afid does not say when he saw it so he could form 

an opi on, ^ut i^ has have been quite long after 1963* However, photographic copies 

qere made contemporaneously by I think UPI ,md Thompson^ and mine are quite clear compared 

o others the existence of which is known. It is not generaly known and the FBI is keeling 

it secret, bu. it made a photographic copy ufi the tine of the assassination. If Moore were 

ess o an instinctive know-it-all he*d have made less of a spectacle of himself in this 

cook, regardless of his purposes in writing it. 

i l26 . /1°eeLoe the Moorman picture on the critics still he says we "seem to see what" we 

cK/ lt:’, Seema t0 me unlikt5ly that» living in the «*»», he is not aware of 
I) / the work/*k White did on this picture. xt clearly shows what Moore says we only imagine, 

a man m the background on the kfaoll. 

Chapter VIII, "The Hi use investigates,"135 ff 

136 He says that before ^SCa went out of business it asked the Department of Justice and 

the National academy of Sciences to "review" the accoustical findings. It made the request 

wi-iV declined, and the Department asked the NS8 because it is nft subject to 
A so critics could not get its records, j; have this DJ record and others relating to it. 

IllL ‘1uote-\me as told him in -ugust, 1978 "that the committee(HSCk) *as 'being ery selective about what they present’." Perhaps these are my exact words but they lack 

any context iiw which i spoke them. From my few jind early contacts with tha HSCa I was 

convinced that it did not intend anty real investigation and did intend to support the 
o xicial stories and so, before the date he gives, I had nothing to do with it. 

De next says that ubfmown to us/ the committee was about to throw us "a "fop of 

sorts. Unknown? It is the critics who gave HSCA a tape of the poii^ broadcasts he is 
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talking about, either Hary Ferrell or Gary hack or both* 

142 "Oswald's rifle required about 2.3 seconds between shots..." IV. 1 /C. 1'his is the 

best time made by the FBI and is not applicabef^L to non-experts, which Oswald was. The 

rifle also oThung fire on occasion and he does not allow for that either. 

"No physical evidence suggested that another assassin existed." The physical 

evidence of the number of shots attributed to Oswald, -he time required for that shooting 

in the Zapruder film and the injuries to the victims are among the items of evidence that 

prove the assassination was impossible for a single person and thus was a conspiracy. 

14? "Neither Gooden nor Kack ever bothered to check the original dictabelt..." Nor did 

Moore, because it was and it remains inaccessible. 

144-5 He attributed a profit motive to Blakey in doing his book, with another of his staff. 

He does not show that they made a profit and there were other motives whether or not the 

pretendedly omniscient i-Joore was aware of them.. 

Chapter Ik, "The President's Neck and Back Wounds," 151 ff. although he had the full text 

of the reports of the autopsists and the special pahel convoked by the DJ, he avoids what 

there is in these reports, made after examination of the autopsy film of both kinds, that 

disprove what he says as well as the Warren Report. 

151 "Dr. Perry did not communicate with the doctors who/)performed the autopsy... 

until the day after the assassination." It was the other way around, the autopsists had 

the obligation to communicate with Perry and others and they did not. Thus, "the doctors 

in £etheada did not know, and could only surmise, that the site of the tracheotomy also 

marked the site of a bullet wound.” Pirst of all tiiey could because the two panel mentioned 

above detected this from the pictures. They also did because Admiral Burkely was in the 

bethesda hospital and at the autopst/ and had been in the Dallas emergency room when they 

worked on JPK. Moreover, in this once again Moore is a liar, plain and simple. *4 the 

BibertrO'Neill report in Post Mortem (534) and it says that as soon as the (body was 

unwrapped "it was apparent that a tracheotomy had been performed. "(534.) lfmoore did not 

have his own copy of that report. -- 

152 "The?doctors were denied permission to dissect the track of the hullet..." Another 

lie. They c^uld not, as a matter of law and Navy regulation, be denied’’this permission 

once they had permission to perform the autopsy. The actuality is that they were ordered 

not to do it and they should have ignored that order as improper and illegal, lie also says 

that this report, which means he had it and still lied, was inaccurate in stating where 

on the Presi) entl back that wound was. They were not inaccurate. * ted- 

He says the critics, meaning all, including me, "maintained" that the bullet was 

"some sort of 'iow velocity' shot." This is another lie, as is his insistent reference to 

it as of high velocity. Perhaps some other obscure critics had this silly notion but I 

do not recall any. Most of us, unlike /bore, did not lie about what the Phi1s experts said, 

that VS5©f~its muzzle velocity that was a medium to low Velocity rifle bullet. Those with 

more than twice its muzzle^velocity are common. I am included in his misrepresentation and 

that certainly is not tru/of any of my writing, all of ehich he has. (The velocity is 

reduced by both passage through the air and by impacts on solid objects.) 

153 "Today v.e/ possess that they did not have - a careful, thorough and unbiased view 

of the photographs and x-rays of the body." -“ull^and he knows it. There is no better auth- 

ority on precisely that then the Clark pahel, and the first use of it, in 1975, was in 

Post Mortem, which he has. 

He then goes into a cock-and-bull version of the wounds with the least probative 

sources, not trusting even the Commission. He misrepresent s the autopsy body chart as 

never intended to be taken seriously and says we critics had nothing else. Prom his 

having Post Mortem I can properly call this a lie because from it he knows I had Admiral 

Burkley's death certificate, which he has yet to mention. IJE ijSfeM 
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j^HjUT ^ Betsner picture shows the President's back, which means a shot from the front 
could exit the back above the back of the seat. He also lies in saying that most critics 
no longer believe there had been a shot from the front and cites uroden as the only 
exception, ffe knows from my work that fe always believed that and repeated it in Post Mortem, 

154. His account of the damages to the President's clothing also is dishonest and again, 
having all that is in Post Mortem on this, makes no mention of it. Post mortem is also 
the only book from which he could have learned that the President was wearing a custom- 
made shirt. (155) ^ sjtys the ..'ound to the President's body "struck no bone" whereas 
the two panels I refer to above reported, as I recall, five bone fragments at the neck. 
(.156) He here also says that the tracheotomy "obliterated" the front neck wound but the 
Clark panel could still see it in pictures made hours after the Dallas doctors East 
surrendered the body and when the “avy doctors should have perceived it. "Most critics 
ar^ forced by common sense to_agree that the holes in the short collar wwere WECT 

catted by a bullet.)/ I have not kept book and this but can^jt think of any after the first 
books of which this is true and he knows from Post Mortem that I don't. °n this, it is 
quite dishonest for him to make no reference to what is in Post Morten on this, an 

account by the doctor who «Hfde ordered it 01*the use of a scalpel on the jhTtie, which 
alone damaged it and the shirt collar, "hich is also^aad ignoreu in the Commission's testi- 
mony. 

^7= quoteji J&r. Perry as having daid at the press conference at which JPK's death 
was announced that the throat woi&d "might" have been of entranced fie and Dr. 
Clark repeated that it was of entrance. The transcript is available" and Moore should hyae 
the news accounts of this available. He thfn goes into a silly account in which he con- 
jectures that the short collar and tie were so tight they caused the bullet wound to 
be as Small as it was. Dr. Moore is by now an all-discipline authority. He says so himself. 

15b authoruty that he is he is quite specific in stating the angle of )fhat he refers to 
as "the shoulder shot" when it was in the back "entered at an angle of 19 degrees and 
42 ninutese 43 of 41 minutes, mind you! How does he know this? Foon his personal 
"on-site test" that, quite obviously, did not involve any shooting. 

159 JFK " would have reacted almost immediately" to this shot, now "in the; back" again. 
False, according to the Commission&s expert, that would be true only if hSne had been 
struck and Dr. 14oore is the eminent authority who says none was. (0n the next page tMa 
same authority has that shot back in the should^gain.) 

In this remarkably dishonest book, to this point this chapter is the most dishonest, 
and in ways that cannot be explained as innocence or from ignorance. 

Chapter X, "lA e Governor's bounds," 165 ff. 

165. "Since the Governor surviveddS^JEOCC^rarid is still alive today, it is not so much 
a question of where he was struck by the assassin's bullet, but whep and how." This is 
another of his honjTJsequeturs and is entirely false. That he is alive is immaterial because 
he was examined with care and the observations were reported and located and because his 
being alive,.1 and not believed by Dr, 150ore, by the way, has nothing at all to do with 
when and how he was shojft. "Where" is'indispensible to any single-bullet theory, the 
government's or Dr„ /Toore's, which he still have not provided. 
^ "Connally was riding directly in fron of the President." The same eminent authority, 
/Tr, Moore, has already said he wasn't, and his entirely and still-withheld "solution" 
depends on this, 

166 There were "a maximum o£ only thirty flrames a^ter Oswald's view of the limousine was 

no longer blocked by the large oak 1,167) tree at frame 210..." False. The entire official 
account on which lie depends never deviated from alleging that for the single Frame 210 
there was a gap in the foliage, after which the foliage again obscured Oswald'3 view. 

167 "The bullet struck Governor formally in the back beneath the snoMfctpy" False and 
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deiinitive" solution and book. Connaly was struckin V ^CUsp“lslble to his and the only 
his back, even for the conveniences ^ ';hich ia ™t in 

. noted that at the boo$ of 16b he presents ^hiTownTT w *'* L^°rti- \Vhould have 
drop” by ^onnally at Frames £ 23798) ° ° °ric W*la"t 13 no^> the^shouldei4 

Exhibit 399, wasn't capable of producing so bl^leti! Commission 

seven so he did not say how many?) This is false on' ZV * Count as M^h as 

government and its supporters^ prove tMs Sd tSev did, T ^ ±f iS Up to the 

critics did, meaning some did, inLdinglf TLZlTZ^lTZ “* ** *“* ** 

the s?^°..s^pS £rr berby «**- —. 
word, ^Commission did, perhaps after the ^ I, not 2. ZT.\Z oTtttm^Lion 

"extremely high '*} ^ * ““ * 

wS,,%tah0ne3t’ or.both- 0f this he continues, on Pretended expertise, 

he says ^hom^ofi^nSroJe iTf ^ critics' ” 

L^t^tTiff s.-?r “; 911 
a liar all the times he lies, m^Snt sLs wh^t Z *»“ to.refer to him as 

this can't possibly be an accidents] mi Q+ ,, , T, 
l'rue knowing it is not true, but 

g^ocity, meaning actual rather than as enhLc^d by“ 

JrP”tS ^.Ue tT°° ““ 

continued to^ollow a^trfiiitSrflight^th dibits {S1^13 ',unl:^Bl3r aince the hullet 
another non sequetur and the rest must de°pite the sideways entry." The last is 
wMch he developed a 

moment of impact with CorajS£^ri^( a£a
1MStoul£SUU ^Vt®3 tuTaed sideways at the 

wards when% hit the <*ZZl's Sai ^nfttos^ 2 }’ nea^ ba<*~ - 

end of that bullet? There is no end to'tho , h a^[ ione-J “ah® no mark on the back -e 
The bullet smashed that rib withou- levvin^^61^0^^3 ^ s4ience Rented by Dr. Moore 

bullet? and neither th«tlnlest scrabdb on the side of the 
he needs and cites no author^ fctMU* 

StJTt£TJ S“ 2?«s “* “th? »*«■ °f t™ *•**.. it i. 
base by the flittenir.,: action" of that demonic !i" bell”fSqu“""J 0:jt »f <*» 

missing because it was removed bv the TOT +. 4. 77* *lrsb of alj-» raor^ than this is 

that the tests requI^rXt i^ mer^fw allegedly’ though it took much more 

F—5 “ 
SS SS’.L“*£i £S« "otth*v' £ 
and was thereby flattened?5 ** account nerely slid along the rib 

K-SSsSmSf5 sovssr^'ss s* 

S'! t u 
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Chaptfer X, "The President's Head Hounds,", 177 ft/, where the critics are "literary 
J_hools," not applicable to him, of course. The evidence of the '.JSaprduer film i8 ghoulish 

except when he misrepresents it, and the critics are U7b) "like circus performers." The’ 

(JncTthing that does not interest critics, of course, is evidence. Thus Jthe refer to .the head 

t0 lt*T
He then laun^es int0 ^fton, '“est Evidence, and' Uroden and Living- stoiss, high Treason. I anticipate I'll disregard much of his criticisms, some of which 

may be justified. I'm writing now as I read it for the first time. He doesn't use the” 

autopsy film they used because "I choose to honor ethics..."J^Aying is the best way to 

honor ethxcs, and to write false7/about others is another. Jo is fabricating a knowingly 

ialse account of the assassination. Dr. “oore is not only the master of arcane sciences, 

he is a philosopher, a moralist and a man of honor and ethics. /7e says so humself. So it 

has to be true, no?...The critics now became "the tasteless mob,"who "feed on the bloody 

frenzy they have so successfully generated. " How his eminence has become » a historian." 

boes to show what a seven-year apprenticeship as a tfak-show host can do for you. Along 

with a little teaching of motivation. 

^ !:ha’t n°fhing in the autopst/ photos ary'i-rays indicated even one shot from 
the front, but then how could the Clark panel see it in them, that there was a bullet 

wound in the anterior neck/ ^ has thei' report in Post Mortem. 

His sources are not firsT-hand, perhaps one of the reason so many he did not invent 

are not attributed. He says the critics can't read X-rays and in a footnote, in this 

section an Lifton, says that one critic said that Dr. Wecht couldn't Bead X-rays. That 

critic was Lifton. „ _ 

179 Because he can’t he asked jjr. Lattimer to do it for him,fLAttimer having seen them. 

And he then quotes two grafs from what ^attimer wrote him. With his footnote, which 

appears on 184, reading, "Weisberg, Post Mortem (Frederick, Maryland; self-published 

1975;, 626." -his is where my Kosenko section begins. Gotta hand it to this master of 
all disciplines9 he sure is careful, precise and accurate® 

180 criticising Groden and Livingstone for Livingston^s tape -recorded interviews 
with some Dallas doctors and what they told him that is other than the official account 

and which he, for all my disagreement with him, I must day he repeated faithfully in his 

book, Moore fails to make his strongest criticism: those doctors were to appear on Nova's 

program commemorating the 25th anniversary, they were allowed to study the X-rays and 

photos, and when they emerged all stated that they reflect what they remember having seen 

in 1963. He isn’t even a goodmferitic of critics because he is all wound up in himself and 
his own concoctions. 1 

81 But he can't resist reading X-rays and saying they show that "The bullet's entry 

$into the head) is fairly well established because bone at the rear of the skull is 

pushed inward around the point of impact." '/his is as good as the rest of his science. 

The bene was not pushed inward. It was punched out, with the coning effect nv« that seen 

with an impact on a sheet of glass, and he actually says that "the bullet," no reference to 

the Commission's and the FBI's claim that it fragmented and the carts were largely re- 

covered, "struck the inside of the windshield glass." (.What else'is there to a windshield?) 

Oh, I see he also says it broke into two pieces. S0, what then deposited the many fragments, 

mostly dust-like, in the head? 

Chapter XII, "T^e Fjnal Solution," 187 ff. 

187. Gary °haw, who is an architect, is converted by Moore into a lawyer. I skip his 

several pages on the talk show on which Shaw appeared, hardly significant content in a 

"definitive" book. "The" definitive book. 

191 aftee in^ludiinfi/Lifron in his diatribe he says that "beginning with the Kansey 
Clark panel in the late 1960#, the facti began tcTamsrsz assume traction." I don't know 

what traction has to do with fact but I do know that none of this tractioned fact is 

in this book. Not that it should not be. Not that he didn't have it, as he did in Post Mortem 
8o, Hurrah for traction!!!! 
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Mea^le Wli see, if he ever get around to his wfan "definite" solution, whether it 
coiiforms to this "traction" of facts. 

he?a begins to make a big deal ot the chairman of HSCa's medical-evidence 
panel,, then ew York City's medical examiner, he never does mention that haden was forced 

per|fp3,fired’ 2 taking^time to look it up, over his improprieties in that 
pffice. Excellent crednetials and DSTHIUB not suitable for nuaitUn in "the defintive 
£ook on the subject* —— 

- There ip no problem^ hr, lore's competence in all areas of science, including 
trom what xol^ws, canards, cannot surmount. Thus on th.' last line on 192 Dr. Moore has / 
no qyhlms about quoting hr. Baden as saying that the bullet hr. Ifeore says was fai4rie4== 
against Connally'S rib had already ’Deen flattened in JFK's body!"(Let's not botlyabout 
how it got flattened if it went only through soft tissue, which the government Ind hr. 
«oore say.) 

195 Now Albert “euman is another unquestionable authority for -r. fioore, this time on 
Oswald s motives. What makes Newman such an eminent authority? His book is based on his 
theory that Oswald's radio he brought fdm the USSR, which was in fac^infeidor to cheap 
sets readily available here, enabled hii4to listen to Castro Cuba broadcasts. For Oswald 

this would have given him a science not quite up to bj& close to ^r. moore’s, because the 

^-bna^t work! °h tie marvels of modern science! And such scientists! 

i® ^inc^^so I 11 skip the rest of f/ewman, But in turning the pages I did notice 
that Or. Moore does disagree, and sap he does, with Dr. Newman. Then' Manchester, also 
skipped, except that x noticed that Dr. Moore disagrees with him, too. 

Does he begin his explanation here? At the bottom of the page lie says he agrS^ with ■:97 . “ ;— —     ui page no says ne agres 
the commission that Oswald did dhoot through t/ie break in the foliage." It might be 
interesting to understand this business, it is not nearly as arcane as what Moore goes 
into, and 1 doubt that is why he doesn1/. at the time of the Commission’s re-enactment some 
mojhs after.the assassination, there was this gap irffchu foliage for precisely l/l8th a 
a second. Sighting and shooting through that is possible only for such masters of the 
arcane sciences .sad faced with such needs 'the Commission and thvDr. moores have. 
Cn the re-enactment day that very -fe-ief gup was utPfame 210. Thus Or. Hoofe and his 

like-minded predecessors assume that with the weather oc conditions that prevailed 
on 11/22/65 there would also have been the identical gap at the identical moment A What 
else with a 10 mph wind blowing 11/22/65? unly Dr. Aloore $s that bullet missed^ 

198 Citing no source, not even the wrong pages of Post Mortem, he says this missed 

first shot "struck the Kim Street Headway near the right rear of the limousine." lie 
contrives, in a form of science I do not repeat, to have this go under the autqrt strike 
nobody at all alone the south side of Street, and hit *fi curbstone and caused the 
slight wound on Jim Tague down by the Tfple Underpass. He says this is what scared JFK 
and^showered him with bits of concrete," #> moan feat for a road not paved with concrete 

p.u.t with blacktop. Such wondrous science! wo lessu»hen "Koycd Skelton, atop jfethe 
triple overpass, saw piece^of concrete fly up at the rear of the limousihe. 

Now he says this shot was at Fsame 106 and was deflected by a tree branch. 

199 "Nearly teo and a half seconds have elapsed 3ince the first shot, long enough for 
Oswald to work the Carcanno bolt and draw a fresh bead," naturally no source given'v^to 
he has already said that it took that much time without drawing any bead, for which the 
rifle^s having been removed from the eye to keep from putting the eye out when the- bolt 
was worked, had to be put back to the eye and they the scape has to find the target, and 
then the rifle has to be sighted. Kven the third of a second he adds does not permit this 

it is, he says, only a third of a second later that both JFK and Kormaly were hit. 
JL X \ 

What a magucal bullet. In hitting Connaly in either the shoulder blade or under 
the ®rmpit it mussed up his hair, which it dod not touch, even in Fr, Moore's account. 

J /’X-t'Lt ta Jr+vh A A iru.'ic 

j  — - ~ a 9 u o Uo 

so that one bullet hit formally in at least three different 



j)jo\i JilC's elevated hands are grasping at his -windpipe. The time difference between 
Z 225 and ,255 is about a second and ajilf. half, "one JFK, even when dying! ‘tuick as a 

•flash. When 4^ $r. gioore^ ne*xiiit Ms intent shifted from fright and coering his fhe to 
hisshattered windpipe" without any added elevation of those hands. 

Me says that Oswald then "tracked" the limo for "more than four seconds" Did this 
eminence of the arcane sciences and an assortment of arts have some 11/22/63 magic 
wgich reloaded without taking even a fraction of a second, without removing the rifle 
sight from the eye, without having to op rate the bolt, which was not easy and did not 
always work, without getting the sight back to the eye and on the target and then 
sighting and getting the trigger squeeze just enough, not too little, which would make 
the rifle jerk when fired, not to~o much, which woudjl f/re it. all this time Moore has the 

limo still coasting down *lm Street. How nice of the Secret Service to make it easier 
for Oswald. As Groden and. Livingstone, so castigated by Moore, also said. But in a 
slightly different way./nonetheless the same thing. Wonder of wonders. 

t 

With $Joore such a strict stickler for facts we can accept his version., that JFK 
was struck by the bullet "at frame 312." Even if that frame does not show this. Because 
it really happened in the extruordinaly brief l/l8th oil a second before 313, in vihich it 
is shockingly visible. 

200 With all the sciences he commands $r. Moore now explains the violent backward 
movement of JFK's head, from a shot from the back: "Blood and brain iurst from the disrup- 
ted esr-ea cranial Vault as the forces of the escaping tissues hurtles the President 

backward and to Ms left." Pretty neat, a shot from the back knocking Mm to Ms left, 
too. 

Modesty of modesties , Hr. ^oore sums it up, "tMs is a valid reconstruction (sic) 
of the assassination of President,^eimedy." And he did it all in a little more than a 
page, unsullied by a singly quote source o#'citation. , . ^ -- 

He then speeds *illia up a tiny bit, from /name 205 to '/-^^in ha 
picture. 

having taken Ms 

B/ 
His selection of Faame 186 for the first and missed shot is the Pitt juid Secret 

Service reenactment. Not, naturally, done, the day of the assassination', with that 
wind blowing.ns/u 0 f'it ft lyn Clla-/ 

He admits he has singled out "relatively unknown" witnesses. H0 unknown that without 

any but one excpetion and I’m not sure, there may not be tMs one, they are all in the 
earliest literature that he has, -‘hy does he ignore those who are btter known? XJSKB 

/Because"there is very little in the way of eyewitness testimony in tMs case wMch can ? 

be trusted." ij^ou know, man of honor, of etMcs, etc. 8 «/.1 Hrut >•/ Citfrx ■ 

202 So the Commission is wrong but it is right anyway. 

"Oswald spent the morning hours reasosebling the rifle and the sMelds of cartons.... 
Unseen? and getting Ms job done? Does he know how long it took to "reassemble the rifle," 
wMch was disaeembled into two parts that went together raTher easily? Moor'S knows it 
was easy for Oswald to do that shooting from Ms own"hours in the corner window" Didn't 
he have any job? Z/i P ? 

202 Why did Oswald kill JFK? He was a psychopath, for one thing. And a loner. 

He got the idea the afternoon of the 21st, when he learnpd the motorcade would go 

paO: there. Me didn't learn from the earlier reports and he dyi't so far is known have 
a paper, but for Moore he has to know, so he knows.He saw himself "as an individual of 
some sigMficance," again no citations, M "ignored by the stage i, sic J of. Mstory." 
he just had to have notoriety. Me would "go out in a blaze of gloty." Tha^is 'satisfying. 
Chalk up another science to Mr. Moore, shrinkery. 
✓283 



204 "he was at rhe end of his mental and emotional rope." And he "expected to be killed 

iMmdwir he was arrested. "{[So why doesn't he say he expected to be arrested?) and was 

"surprised" ifc when he wasn't. He really "felt disdain for being alive." and, ^the end 

could not come too quickly." But he did "enjoy" his'mental moment of triumph." He also 

felt " a sense of pride." Wow! ain't Hr, Moore something!!! 

Epilogue, 207 ff "why have I been the only one to find it," which is "the final answer 

to the assassination" of JFK? He saw what everybody else overlooked, "although I am not g- 

generally an original thinker." After this he can't say that. If this is nothing else, 

it surely is original! The restol' us ^lookedj'in the wrong direction." We didn't 

"focus on the physical evidence at*hand." He says! 

208 He wonders «hy if people really think Oswald is innocent, they look up at that 

sixth floor window. Doe£ he imagine that is not in the reporting and the books? 

For him if he makes any money from the book, that will be compensation for the years 

he spent in study of the assassination. For all others it is their greed that is com- 

pensated, not their work and costs. 

He says hs is "critics-hashing." That is because we need hashing. He knows because 

he once worked as we did. Only we have damaged society. Even " made us doubt ourselves," 

So, he being lick Daring, "Something had to be done." And he sure did do it! 

"The problems that no one really cares." He shuld see my mail, hear my phone 
calls! But he bases this on the company he keeps, whicil says something about him and 

them. 

209 "If more than two bullets struck President Kennedy and Governor '“’cnnally, where 

are the missing fragments?" He shield ask both the FBI and the Secret Service because if 

he did not have such disdain for the many now-available papers they generated he'd know 

uhat they from the first and as of the last I read believe precisely what: he says can't 

be believed. I7i L- *j_ 

2^0 Hehad a series of self-answering, xrom his poitn of view, questions, some silly, some 

false And all self-serving. ° 
l 

211 mike why don t we believe what Howard Brennan said. He fails to sjate which of 

Brennan's self-contradictory statement*,of hich which he referred to only the last one, 

which he and the Commission liked, lie began denying it was Oswald he saw. 

He says a half-dp^en eyewitnesses "conclusively identified'^ Oswald as Tippit's 

killer. Not so, of course. Hone‘conclusively and not a half-dozen. ‘ identifications'.' 

"ould he possibly have gotten the idea for closing with questions from Whitewash, 

the only book on the subject to do this, once his favorite? 
* * * 

„ (^completely 
What do I think, David? This is a remarkable book b^a x^pmarkable m&nj dishonest 

book by a completely dishonest man; a man who clealy has in mid what he for a large part 

falsely attributes to those he intends to "bash."'I suspect he is of the right and eJjpfiiSts 

that to ®e a market for his book. It is not an easy thing to be as completely and as easily 

as dishonest as he is, or as silly, with his nonsense of learning how it all was from 

his record-breaking number of hours in that sixth floor, window^. Because right now the sub- 

ject is selling very, very well, he may have that in m^d, and'this special approach to sales, 

a different perspective. I thinx he also has in mind getting attention for himself. ue is 

only 31, he went to college, he spent seven years as a disk jokkey, and suddenly hi has 

businesses, one that can be a acam, "motivating" people. How did he get the money? Wealthy 

parents? That much as a disk jockey? And where did he get the experience required for ah 

lymest man to teach motivation? Unless he makes it all up, the scam. 

I can't remember as trashy- or as sick - a book. I've not read any. I've not read 

Marrs', by the way and don't intend to buy it even in paperback, ~ome on both sides are 
pretty awful but at least on his side his is by far the closest to absolutely rotten. 
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